Become a Partner of the leading ASP.NET eCommerce platform

nopCommerce background

nopCommerce is the leading ASP.NET based open-source eCommerce platform.

nopCommerce is a free solution working out of the box without any trial periods or hidden fees. The Architecture of the platform is rich giving access to lots of features and thus creating almost unlimited opportunities for expansion and customization.

Past growth and development

2008  The first version of nopCommerce is released
2009  The product is recognized by Microsoft and included to Web Installer Platform
2013  nopCommerce powers 14,000 websites
2016  nopCommerce wins CMScritic’s People Choice award as the best eCommerce for SMB

nopCommerce statistics
Current statistics

Currently nopCommerce powers 50,000+ live shops

- 10,000+ new stores added every year
- 7,000+ live stores transfer to new version every year
- 170 partners from 40 countries around the world
- 2,000+ third-party plugins, themes, language packs

Marketplace
- about 1,500,000 unique page views per year

Some of the well-known nopCommerce users

Lee, STAPLES, Stake, Targus

Future plans

- The launch of a nopCommerce-based SaaS solution
- Further development of open-source version
- The launch of user and developer training programs
- Holding 2 annual conferences attracting 1000+ attendees
- Powering 200,000 live stores by the end of 2020

nopCommerce main target by the end of 2020: be among top 3 open-source eCommerce platforms by the number of stores
## Technology Partner’s Benefits

- Plugin development and [Marketplace listing](#)
- Plugin upgrade for new versions of nopCommerce
- New functions implementation for Partner’s plugin
- Listing on nopCommerce [Technology Partners page](#) Individual landing page
- Free month of featured plugins placement in the relevant category on the marketplace
- Access to a [dedicated newsletter](#) drop with a 25% discount
- Partnership announcement in social media
- Opportunity to promote educational content in [nopCommerce blog](#), social media, and newsletters
- Discounts for events participation and sponsorship
- Dedicated Partner manager

Contact us to become Technology Partner